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This is why human architects and engineers have long been fascinated with decoding how the insects work. In many cases, mounds serve as ventilation systems for the termite colonies that live below ...
FEATURE: Nature's engineers inspire sustainable building designs
By harnessing two emerging cancer therapies, namely immunotherapy and photothermal therapy, the biomimetic nanosheet enables effective and precise treatment of tumours, which will significantly ...
PolyU develops biomimetic nanosheet for cancer therapy and imaging
and managed during the infancy of U.S. space exploration in the 1960s and early 1970s. The K Building and neighboring L Building were first occupied in 1964 and provided office space for NASA.
Onetime NASA Building Gets New Life as Apartments
BMO Harris Bank s new premises will cater for mid-market businesses, while Citizens Bank purchases West Virginia branches Chicago-based BMO Harris Bank is opening a new commercial banking office in ...
Branch News: BMO Harris Buys Commercial Office, Citizens Bank Adds WV Locations
Harris County is set to purchase a downtown Houston office building for close to $29 million. County commissioners gave the Harris County budget management

s office the go-ahead to complete the ...

Harris County set to buy downtown Houston office building for close to $29M
Exyn Technologies, a pioneer in autonomous aerial robot systems for complex, GPS-denied industrial environments, announces today the opening of its first international office in Sudbury, Canada. The ...
Mining Robotics Pioneer Exyn Expands North with new Canadian Office in Sudbury
The Neptune Energy building in Aberdeen has been sold in the city s biggest office deal since the pandemic ... to acquire the oil and gas exploration and production interests of French energy ...
£15m-plus Aberdeen office building snapped up in biggest city deal since the onset of Covid-19
When an AI algorithm fails to live up to expectations, users can end up feeling annoyed, frustrated, and tired.
Building AI that doesn t give your users algorithmic fatigue
Kepler Communications, a start-up that is building a satellite internet network for service outside of the Earth, raised $60 million.
Start-up Kepler raises $60 million to expand in-space data communications network, add US office
The universe is governed by two eternal masters: reward and punishment. When a man has proved his mettle by his actions, he should be commended and given due regards. This will add impetus ...
Paschal Mbawuike: A Washington Lobbyist Building Powerful Global Relationships
The renowned exploration geologist linked to the colossal and still-thriving diamond discovery against all odds at the Venetia diamond mine in Limpopo, believes there is no reason why new battery and ...
Great Venetia discoverer McKechnie now sees battery mineral exploration potential
The Texas Medical Center reports there were 55 new COVID hospitalizations in the past week ‒ the lowest number in a year.
Positivity rate drops to around 5 percent in Harris County, county judge's office says
The Town of Huntington s director of engineering services, who oversees the building department, has submitted his resignation. Dan Martin submitted the resignation to Town Supervisor Chad Lupinacci v ...
Embattled director of Huntington's building department resigns
The Grade A office building at 16 North Esplanade West ‒ let in its entirety to a subsidiary of Neptune Energy Group, the exploration and production company ‒ has been sold by a limited ...
Aberdeen sees biggest office investment deal since onset of pandemic
French biologist and naturalist photographer Laurent Ballesta joins WGN Radio

s Matt Bubala to talk about his deep sea venture to photograph and explore the bottom of the ocean. Visit ...

Naturalist photographer Laurent Ballesta on deep sea exploration
On November 19, 2020, the owners of Ambler Metals approved the 2021 program and budget of approximately US$27 million for the advancement of the UKMP. The entire amount is fully funded by Ambler ...
Trilogy Provides Details on the 2021 Field Exploration Season
"The government through this budget targets improved business environment, exploration of more market ... Zanzibar Bureau of Standards (ZBS) office building. The ministry also envisages enforcing ...
Tanzania: Z'bar Targets Improved Business Environment
Lunar dust is abundant on the moon's surface and could be used for everything from building to ... the barren surface of the moon for future exploration under the Artemis program, bringing ...
No Oxygen? No Problem. Here s How We Can Make It On The Moon
building, launching and managing during the nation's space exploration infancy, the developer said. At one point in time, 1,000 NASA engineers working in K Building and L Building, according to ...
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